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Abstract
Conformal blocks of Liouville theory have a Coulomb-gas representation
as Dotsenko-Fateev (DF) integrals over the positions of screening charges.
For q-deformed Liouville, the conformal blocks on a sphere with an arbitrary
number of punctures are manifestly the same, when written in DF repre-
sentation, as the partition functions of a class of 3d U(N) gauge theories
with N = 2 supersymmetry, in the Ω-background. Coupling the 3d gauge
theory to a flavor in fundamental representation corresponds to inserting a
Liouville vertex operator; the two real mass parameters determine the mo-
mentum and position of the puncture. The DF integrals can be computed
by residues. The result is the instanton sum of a five dimensional N = 1
gauge theory. The positions of the poles are labeled by tuples of partitions,
the residues of the integrand are the Nekrasov summands.
1 Introduction
A useful tool for studying Liouville theory is the Dotsenko-Fateev (DF) free-
field representation of the Liouville conformal blocks [1–9]. We will show
that the Dotsenko-Fateev integrals of a q-deformed Liouville conformal field
theory [8, 10, 11] have a physical interpretation. They are partition functions
of a 3d N = 2 gauge theory, which we will call G3d, in the 3d Ω-background
Mq = (C×S
1)q. For conformal blocks on a sphere with M+2 punctures, G3d
is a U(N) gauge theory with M flavors in the fundamental representation.
The equivalence of the q-Liouville conformal block and the gauge theory
partition function is manifest. The screening charge integrals of DF are
the integrals over the Coulomb branch of the gauge theory. Inserting the
Liouville vertex operators corresponds to coupling the 3d gauge theory to a
flavor. The momentum and position of the puncture are given by the real
masses of the two chirals within the flavor.
The DF formulation of Liouville conformal blocks was considered just a
tool to study Liouville, and an imperfect one, because of the constraint that
some of the momenta be integral. Now, it is apparent why the constraint
on the momenta is needed: in the 3d gauge theory, to compute the partition
function on Mq one has to choose a vacuum, and the integer momenta are
ranks of gauge groups that are left unbroken by this choice.
The correspondence between q-Liouville CFT and the 3d gauge theory
G3d has another leg. The 3d theory G3d is a theory on vortices in a gauge
theory G5d in two higher dimensions. The 5d gauge theory has N = 1 su-
persymmetry, U(M) gauge symmetry and 2M fundamental hypermultiplets.
The theory on charge N vortices in G5d, worked out in [12, 13], is the theory
we called G3d.
The q-Liouville conformal block and the partition function of G3d have a
direct interpretation in terms of G5d as well. The partition function of G3d
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can be computed by residues. The sum over the residues is the instanton
sum of the 5d gauge theory G5d on the 5d Ω-background Mq,t = (C × C ×
S1)q,t, restricted to the locus of the moduli space where Coulomb branch
parameters take integer values. The positions of the poles are labeled by
tuples of partitions, and the integrands are equal to Nekrasov summands.
The most surprising aspect of the duality is that it can be made manifest.
The equality of the partition functions of G3d, G5d and the conformal blocks of
q-Liouville can be proven by inspection. The relation between the three holds
at any N . If one wants to obtain Liouville correlators at arbitrary, continuous
momenta, one should take the large N limit. This is also necessary if one
wishes to go beyond conformal blocks to Liouville partition functions.
Thus, we find a triality of correspondences relating G3d, G5d, and q-
Liouville. The relation between the 5d gauge theory and q-Liouville is rem-
iniscent of the AGT correspondence [14] in one dimension higher. There is
a difference, though: G5d is not the gauge theory AGT would have naturally
associated to Liouville; rather, it is its spectral dual [15, 16] theory G˜5d. G5d
and G˜5d share the same spectral curve and have the same M-theory origin,
but a different Lagrangian. The AGT correspondence is a composite of the
duality we find here, and the spectral duality.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we study the partition
function ZG3d of the 3d theory G3d on Mq. In section 3, we recall the DF
representation of the q-Liouville confomal blocks on a sphere, and show they
manifestly equal ZG3d . In section 4, we study the Nekrasov partition function
ZG5d of the 5d gauge theory G5d on Mq,t. We prove that, for quantized
values of Coulomb branch moduli, ZG5d coincides with ZG3d for any number of
punctures. In section 5, we explain the geometry behind this correspondence.
In section 6, we discuss the physical reason for the triality and the relation
to the work of [14].
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2 The 3d Gauge Theory G3d
The theory G3d is obtained by starting with N = 4 U(N) gauge theory. The
theory has SU(2)L×SU(2)R R-symmetry. The 3 vector multiplet scalars are
neutral under SU(2)R and transform in the spin 1 representation of SU(2)L.
From the N = 2 perspective, the theory has two U(1) symmetries, which are
the diagonal subgroups of SU(2)R and SU(2)L. The off-diagonal subgroup
of the two SU(2)’s is a flavor symmetry, U(1)t. We break supersymmetry to
N = 2 by turning on a real mass ǫ corresponding to it [17–19]. This gives
the adjoint chiral from the N = 4 vector multiplet has mass −ǫ.
We will couple this theory to M flavors in fundamental representation.
Each flavor has the matter content of the N = 4 hypermultiplet – it consists
of a pair of N = 2 chiral multiplets in fundamental and anti-fundamental
representation – but the superpotential coupling to the adjoint in the vector
multiplet, implied by N = 4 supersymmetry, is absent. We can give such
hypermultiplets arbitrary real masses – there are 2M parameters in all.1.
We compactify G3d on the 3d Ω background:
Mq = (C× S
1)q.
As we go around the S1 we simultaneously rotate the complex plane by q
and twist by the U(1)R-symmetry, to preserve supersymmetry. The partition
function of the theory on Mq computes the index
ZG3d = Tr(−1)
F qS−SRtSR−SL, (2.1)
where S is the generator of rotations, and SR and SL are the U(1) generators
in SU(2)L × SU(2)R. We denoted t = eǫ, and let q = e~.
1A similar theory was studied in [20], in connection to integrable systems, but in this
case the theory had honest N = 4 supersymmetry before ǫ deformation.
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ZG3d =
1
N !
∫
dNx ΦV (x)
M∏
a=1
ΦHa(x) e
kTrx2/2~+ζ Trx/~. (2.2)
Here, x’s are Coulomb branch parameters – since the theory is on a circle,
they are complex. The integrand is a product including all contributions of
the massive BPS particles in the theory, theW bosons, Φ, and any additional
matter. The exponent contains the classical terms: the FI parameter ζ , and
the Chern-Simons level k. The Chern-Simons level is absent in the N = 4
theory, but allowed in N = 2. If the gauge symmetry were just a global
symmetry, x’s would have been parameters of the theory and the partition
function of the theory would have been the integrand. Gauging the U(N)
symmetry corresponds to simply integrating2 over x.
The contributions are as follows: the contribution of the hypermultiplet
in the fundamental representation is
ΦH(x) =
∏
1≤i≤N
∞∏
n=0
1− qnu exi−m−
1− qnv exi−m+
, (2.3)
where u = (qt)1/2 and v = (q/t)1/2. The right hand side is written in terms
of Faddeev-Kashaev quantum dilogarithms. We can think of the flavor in
the fundamental representation in one of two equivalent ways: it as a pair
of N = 2 chiral multiplets, one in the fundamental and the other in the
anti-fundamental representation, which then have the same U(1)t charge.
Alternatively, it contains a chiral multiplet and an anti-chiral multiplet, of
opposite U(1)t charge, but both transform in the fundamental representation.
The above way of writing ΦH(x) is adapted to the second viewpoint see
section 5 for a related discussion.
2This partition function is the index studied in [21–23] with application to knot theory;
see also [24]. The index is a chiral building block of the S3 or S2 × S1 partition functions
[25–31], deformed by t, the fugacity of a very particular flavor symmetry. Given the flavor
symmetry, to get the block from the S3
b
partition function, say, it suffices to pick out the
terms which are perturbative in b. This replaces the non-compact quantum dilogarithm
sb by its Faddeev-Kashaev version [32] ϕ(x) we use here.
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There is a universal contribution, for any U(N) gauge group, coming from
the vector multiplet:
ΦV (x) =
∏
1≤i<j≤N
∞∏
n=0
1− qn exi−xj
1− qn t exi−xj
. (2.4)
The numerator is the W-boson contribution, and the denominator is the
contribution from the adjoint of mass scalar of mass ǫ.
The partition function takes the form of a matrix model, with the vector
multiplet providing the measure factor
ΦV (x) = ∆
2
q,t(x).
For q = t, this coincides with the Haar measure on the unitary group U(N).
For general q, t, it does not come from fixing any gauge symmetry – however,
it does come from the U(N) gauge symmetry of the physical U(N) gauge
theory in 3d. With these definitions, the partition function looks like a matrix
average of operators
1
N !
∫
dNx ∆2q,t(x)
M∏
a=1
ΦHa(x) e
kTrx2/2~+ζ Trx/~. (2.5)
The matrix model is of the refined Chern-Simons type [21, 22]. The relation-
ship is not coincidental: by taking limits, the physical theory studied in [21]
can be recovered. For the most part, we will focus on the k = 0 case, as only
the k = 0 theory has a q-Liouville interpretation. For q = t, this becomes
the Chern-Simons matrix model of [33, 34].
2.1 The vacua, integration cycles and residues
We need to determine the contour of integration to fully specify the path
integral. The choice of a contour in the matrix model corresponds to the
choice of boundary conditions at infinity in the space where the gauge theory
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lives [35]. At infinity, fields have to approach a vacuum of the theory. For
small q and t, the vacua are the critical points of W (x).
In a theory with M hypermultiplets, there are M vacua (as we will see in
section 5, for small mass splitting and ζ , the vacua are located near x ∼ m±a ,
so quite literally, there is a correspondence between the hypermultiplets and
the vacua). Splitting the N eigenvalues so that Na of them approach the
a-th critical point, we break the gauge group,
U(N) → U(N1)× . . .× U(NM).
We can think of all the quantities appearing in the potential as real; then the
integration is along the real x axis. To fully specify the contour of integration,
we need to prescribe how we go around the poles in the integrand. The
integral can be computed by residues, with slightly different prescriptions for
how we go around the poles for the different gauge groups. In this way, we
get M distinct contours CN1,...,NM , and with them the partition function,
ZG3d(
~N) =
1∏M
a=1Na!
∮
CN1,...,NM
dNx ∆q,t(x)
2
M∏
a=1
ΦHa(x) e
−ζ Trx/~.
Dividing by Na! corresponds to dividing by the residual gauge symmetry, in
other words, to permuting the Na eigenvalues in each of the vacua.
We will see in section 6 that the residue integrals have a physical inter-
pretation in fact. The 3d theory we are studying arises as a theory on charge
~N = (N1, . . . , NM) vortices in the 5d N = 1 U(M) gauge theory with 2M
hypermultiplets [36, 37]. The partition function of the 3d theory is the in-
tegral over the moduli space of vortices in the 5d theory – when we put the
theory in the 5d Ω-background. The integral localizes to fixed points in the
vortex moduli space. When we express the partition function of the 3d gauge
theory as a residues integral, we make its 5d origin manifest3.
3The G3d partition function is closely related to that in [38] which studied localization
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2.2 M = 2 Example
G3d is a U(N) N = 4 gauge theory coupled to two flavors, H1,2 in the fun-
damental representation. The mass deformations and the coupling break
supersymmetry to N = 2. The partition function equals
ZG3d =
1
N !
∫
dNx ∆2q,t(x) ΦH1(x)ΦH2(x) e
−ζTrx/~.
Let us write the contribution of the hypermultiplets as
ΦH1(x) =
∞∏
n=0
1− qnu ex−m1,−
1− qnv ex−m1,+
, ΦH2(x) =
∞∏
n=0
1− qnu ex−m2,−
1− qnv ex−m2,+
.
For small mass splittings, there are two vacua near x ∼ m1,± and x ∼ m2,±.
2.2.1 The Matrix Integral
Splitting the integral into two groups of eigenvalues, one related to the first,
the other to the second critical point breaks the symmetry of the theory as
U(N) → U(N1)× U(N2).
Now, let us define
z1 = e
−m1,+v, z2 = e
−m2,+v,
α0 = ζ/~− 1, q
α1 = em1,+−m1,−t, qα2 = em2,+−m2,−t,
and change variables from x to y, with
y = e−x.
The partition function becomes the following:
ZG3d(N1, N2) =
1
N1!N2!
∮
C1,C2
dNy ∆2q,t(y) V0(y) V1(y) V2(y), (2.6)
on the moduli space of charge N vortices. The main difference is that [38] took the vortices
to be zero dimensional, whereas for us they have dimension three.
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(up to an irrelevant factor of (−1)N from the Jacobian). In the new variables,
the measure factors equal
∆2q,t(y) =
∏
1≤i 6=j≤N
ϕ(yi/yj)
ϕ(t yi/yj)
, (2.7)
where ϕ(y) is the quantum dilogaritm function:
ϕ(y) =
∞∏
n=0
(1− qn y).
The potentials Va (for a = 0, 1, 2) come from
ΦH1(x)ΦH2(x) e
−ζ Trx/~,
together with the Jacobian associated to the change of variables:
V0(y) =
N∏
i=1
yα0i ,
V1(y) =
N∏
i=1
ϕ(qα1z1/yi)
ϕ(z1/yi)
, V2(y) =
N∏
i=1
ϕ(qα2z2/yi)
ϕ(z2/yi)
.
As we will see in the following section, the partition function in (2.6) mani-
festly equals the 4-point conform block of q-Liouville, viewed as the Dotsenko-
Fateev integral. This illustrates our claim that the Dotsenko-Fateev approach
to the Liouville conformal blocks computes three dimensional G3d gauge the-
ory partition function on Mq = (C× S1)q.
We will now spell out the choice of contours in evaluating the integral.
We will see that, evaluating the contours by residues, the sum over poles
rewrites the 3d partition function of G3d as the Nekrasov partition function
of the 5d gauge theory G5d.
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2.2.2 Summing over Residues
The quantum dilogarithm ϕ(y) =
∏∞
n=0 (1− q
n y) has zeros at y = q−n,
hence the integrands have poles. The contour is chosen so as to pick up the
residues of the poles of the integrand. For the first group of N1 eigenvalues
we choose the contour that runs from 0 to z1, circling the poles at
y = qn z1, n = 0, 1, . . . .
For the second group of N2 eigenvalues, we will circle the poles at
y = qn z2, n = 0, 1, . . . .
instead. For |t|, |q| < 1, the poles interpolate between y = 0 and y = za,
and the contours Ca circle around the interval (this is also where the critical
points of the integral are located). However, not all the poles contribute
– the numerator measure factor eliminates some. The poles that end up
contributing are labeled by two Young diagrams, P and R,
(P,R)
with at most N1 and N2 rows respectively:
(y1, . . . , yN1)P = (q
P1tN1−1 z1, q
P2tN1−2 z1, . . . , q
PN1 z1), (2.8)
and
(yN1+1, . . . , yN)R = (q
R1tN2−1 z2, q
R2tN2−2 z2, . . . , q
RN2 z2). (2.9)
This breaks the permutation symmetry of the two groups of eigenvalues, and
soaks up the factorials.
To see that these are the poles contributing, focus first on the terms in
the integrand corresponding to n = 0. To fix the permutation symmetry we
order |yi/yj| ≤ 1 for i ≤ j. If |t| < 1, there are poles within the contour
coming from the measure ∆2q,t(y) and the ϕ(z1/y) factor which occur at
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yi/yi+1 = t, yN1 = z1.
This gives yi = z1t
N1−i, for i running from 1 to N1 − 1. This is not the only
set of poles within the contour. Rather, there are other poles, in each of the
N1 y variables, shifted relative to the one we just found by q
n. Assuming
|q| ≤ 1, these correspond to
yi = q
PitN1−iz1, i = 1, . . . , N1 (2.10)
for an arbitrary Young diagram P with N1 rows. Alternatively, we could
have started with the poles originating from ϕ(z1/y) and noticed that the
shift by tN1−i is necessary for the pole to have non-zero residue; otherwise,
the numerator of ∆2q,t vanishes.
An analogous consideration holds for the second group of N2 eigenvalues.
We get poles labeled by Young diagram R with N2 rows:
yi+N1 = q
RitN2−iz2, i = 1, . . . , N2. (2.11)
It is easy to see these are the only nontrivial contributions to the integral.
This replaces the integrals
1
N1!
∮
C1
dN1y ×
1
N2!
∮
C2
dN2y →
∑
P,R
by sums over the residues of the poles labeled by a pair of partitions P,R at
~y = ~y(P,R), i = 1, . . . , N
where ~y(P,R) is defined in equations (2.10) and (2.11).
To find the residues at the poles, we will take a shortcut. While we cannot
simply evaluate the integrand at the pole, as we would get infinity, it is easy
to show that the ratio of the values of the integrand at successive poles is
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finite. Thus, if we are interested in the value of the ratio of residues only, as
opposed to the residues themselves, this ratio is the same as the ratio of the
integrand at the two poles. Thus, the partition function can be written as
ZG3d = r
∑
P,R
qα0(|R|+|P |) VP,R,
where VP,R is the residue at the pole labeled by (P,R), normalized by the
residue of the (∅,∅) pole; we denoted the value of the latter by r. VPR is
computed by simply taking the ratio of the integrands, at the two poles:
VP,R =
[∆2q,t(y)ΨH1(y)ΨH2(y)]~y=~y(P,R)
[∆2q,t(y)ΨH1(y)ΨH2(y)]~y=~y(∅,∅)
.
We will not need the actual value of r; to match to the 5d instanton
partition function in section 5, we will normalize the partition function to
set r to 1. This is not the full answer for the 5d partition function, of course;
there are also the perturbative and the one loop factors. The product of the
two should be accounted by the product of r, the residue at the (∅,∅) pole,
together with the contribution that is not captured by the gauge theory –
lets denote it by C. As discussed in section 6, the duality relating G3d and
G5d is really a large N duality in M-theory. The theory before the transition
goes beyond the 3d gauge theory itself: what the gauge theory misses is the
partition function of the closed string background without branes – this is
the C factor. In general, C is not trivial. This factor is also needed in the
next section, when we relate G3d to Liouville. We will find that the screening
charge integrals of q-Liouville equal the 3d gauge theory partition function
Z3d. But, the q-Liouville conformal block has a factor beyond the screening
charge integrals. This factor is precisely C, the contribution of the closed
string geometry to the partition function.
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2.3 M + 2 point function
Let us now consider G3d with an arbitrary number M of hypermultiplets.
The partition function of the theory, with U(N) gauge group is:
ZG3d =
1
N !
∫
dNx ∆q,t(x)
2
M∏
a=1
ΦHa(x) e
−ζ Trx/~. (2.12)
where
ΦHa(x) =
∏
1≤i≤N
∞∏
n=0
1− qnu exi−ma,−
1− qnv exi−ma,+
. (2.13)
2.3.1 The Matrix Integral
Letting as before e−x = y, the matrix integral becomes
ZG3d(
~N) =
1∏M
a=1Na!
∮
C1,...CM
dNy ∆2q,t(y)
M∏
a=0
Va(y), (2.14)
where
V0(y) =
N∏
i=1
yα0i , (2.15)
and
Va(y) =
N∏
i=1
ϕ(qαaza/yi)
ϕ(za/yi)
. (2.16)
Similar to the M = 2 case, we define
za = e
−ma,+v, α0 = ζ/~− 1, q
αa = ema,+−ma,−t, (2.17)
for a = 1, . . . ,M .
The theory has M vacua, near x ∼ za, which give rise to M contours
C1, . . . , CM .
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For |q|, |t| < 1, the contours run around the intervals in the complex y = e−x
plane: Ca circles the interval from y = 0 to y = za, where za is the location
of a pole in the integral corresponding to a chiral multiplet going massless.
In the next section, we will see that the matrix integral (2.14) is the
Dotsenko-Fateev integral for the q-Liouville conformal block on a sphere with
M + 2 punctures. Next, we will show how to compute the integral using
residues. In section 4, we will show that it equals the Nekrasov partition
function of the 5d N = 1 gauge theory G5d, the U(M) gauge theory with 2M
flavors.
2.3.2 Sum over Residues
Computing the integral by residues localizes it to points
~y = ~y~R. (2.18)
labeled by M-tuples of Young diagrams
~R = (R1, . . . , Ra, . . . , RM), (2.19)
where Ra has at most Na rows. The poles corresponding to the a-th group
of variables are at
y(N1+...+Na−1)+i = q
Ra,itNa−iza, (2.20)
where i runs from 1 to Na and a from 1 to M .
The sum over the residues of the integral becomes the sum over the Young
diagrams
M∏
a=1
1
Na!
∮
C1,...CM
dNy →
∑
~R
.
The partition function is the sum
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ZG3d(
~N, ~z, ~α) = r
∑
~R
I3d~R
where
I3d~R = q
α0|~R| V~R(~z, ~α). (2.21)
Here, V~R is the residue at
~R, normalized by the residue at ~∅; we denoted
the latter by r. As in the M = 2 case, the normalized residue is easier to
compute than its actual value: it is obtained by evaluating the integrand of
the matrix model at the two poles; the latter is finite
V~R =
[∆2q,t(y)
∏M
a=0 Va(y)]~y=~y~R
[∆2q,t(y)
∏M
a=0 Va(y)]~y=~y~∅
. (2.22)
In addition,
qα0|
~R| =
[V0(y)]~y=~y~R
[V0(y)]~y=~y~∅
. (2.23)
Finally, recall that the origin of the measure factor ∆2q,t(y) is the vector
multiplet contribution to the partition function,
∆2q,t(y) = ΦV (y), (2.24)
and the potentials Va(y), a = 1, . . . ,M are the hypermultiplet contributions,
M∏
a=1
Va(y) =
M∏
a=1
ΦHa(y).
We will find this structure replicated in the 5d gauge theory G5d.
3 Liouville and its q-deformation
In the previous section, we considered the 3d gauge theory G3d, with M
flavors in the fundamental representation. In this section, we will show that
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the partition function of the theory onMq = (C×S1)q is the Dotsenko-Fateev
matrix model for an M + 2 conformal block of q-Liouville on a sphere with
M + 2 punctures.
The conformal blocks of Liouville field theory possess several comple-
mentary representations that highlight various properties. For example, the
operator product expansion procedure provides a series representation for
the conformal blocks in terms of sums over the Virasoro descendants of the
internal primary fields, parametrized by tuples of Young diagrams (see [39]
for a recent exposition). A representation that plays a crucial role in our
work is an integral representation in terms of free fields, discovered by Dot-
senko and Fateev [1], and recently revisited in the papers [2–9] in the context
of understanding the AGT conjecture. Consider the conformal block
Bα0,...,αM+1(z1, . . . zM),
corresponding to a sphere with M + 2 Liouville primaries of momenta
α0, . . . , αM+1
inserted at z = z0, . . . , zM+1. By conformal invariance, we can set z0 = 0, and
z1 = 1, and zM+1 =∞; it is somewhat more convenient to leave z1 arbitrary
for now, so that the insertion points are at
0, z1, . . . , zM ,∞.
Liouville field theory has the Coulomb gas representation
Bα0,...,αM+1(z1, . . . zM) =
∮
dy1 . . .
∮
dyN 〈Vα0(0) . . . VαM (zM) S(y1) . . . S(yN)〉,
where insertion of a primary with momentum α at z is realized by the vertex
operator
Vα(z) =: e
αφ(z)/β :,
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in the presence of N screening charge integrals∮
dy S(y) =
∮
dy : e2φ(y) :
Here φ(z) is a free field,
φ(z) = qˆ + pˆ log z +
∑
n 6=0
1
n
Jˆnz
n,
with canonical commutation relations
[Jˆn, Jˆm] =
β
2
nδn+m,0, [pˆ, qˆ] =
β
2
.
The N screening charges play the role of the insertion at infinity and fix
the momentum αM+1 by
M+1∑
a=0
αa + 2βN = 2− 2β.
To fully determine the conformal block we have to specify the intermediate
momenta. The choice of the intermediate momenta corresponds to the choice
of contours for the screening charges. As explained in [5], one splits the N
screening integrals into M groups with Na screening integrals each:
N =
M∑
a=1
Na,
with the contour for the a-th group encircling the segments Ca
Ca : [0, za], a = 1, . . . ,M,
where z’s are the positions of the M punctures on the sphere away from 0,
∞. This sets the corresponding internal momenta ab to be given by
a1 = α0 + α1 + 2βN1, ab = ab−1 + αb + 2βNb, b = 2, . . . ,M − 1.
This is in accordance with the main principle of free field integrals: the
amount of charge conservation violation ab−ab−1−αb in each trivalent vertex
16
Figure 1: The “comb” diagram and parameters of the associated block.
of the diagram is equal to the total charge 2βNb of screenings associated
with this vertex. The particular conformal block that one obtains by this
Dotsenko-Fateev integral is of the comb type, as on the Figure 1.
The evaluation of the correlator in the r.h.s. is straightforward: using the
Wick theorem or any of its analogues, one finds
〈Vα(z)Vα′(z
′)〉 = (z − z′)
αα′
2β ,
〈Vα(z)S(z
′)〉 = (z − z′)α,
〈S(z)S(z′)〉 = (z − z′)2β,
and obtains the following Dotsenko-Fateev integral4
Bα0,...,αM+1(z1, . . . zM) =
C∏M
a=1Na!
∮
~γ
dNy ∆2β(y)
M∏
a=0
Va(y),
where the measure is the β-deformed Vandermonde,
∆2β(y) =
∏
1≤i<j≤N
(yi − yj)
2β,
4The equality holds up to a proportionality factor C =
∏
1≤a<b≤M
(za − zb)
αaαb
2β .
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and the potential equals
Va(y) =
N∏
i=1
(yi − za)
αa .
3.1 q-deformed Liouville
Generalization to q-deformed Liouville theory involves the deformation of the
basic ingredients: the vertex and screening operators. This deformation has
been worked out in the 90’s in [10, 11] using the quantum group techniques:
Vα(z) = : exp
(
α
β
qˆ +
α
β
pˆ log z +
∑
n 6=0
1− qαn
1− tn
1
n
Jˆnz
n
)
:
S(z) = : exp
(
2qˆ + 2pˆ log z +
∑
n 6=0
1 + (q/t)n
n
Jˆnz
n
)
:
The previous commutation relations between the modes are now
[Jˆn, Jˆm] =
1
1 + (q/t)n
1− tn
1− qn
n δn+m,0, [pˆ, qˆ] =
β
2
.
Just as before, using these commutation relations, one computes the corre-
lator and obtains the following Dotsenko-Fateev integral:
Bα0,α1...,αM+1(z1, . . . zM ) =
C∏M
a=1Na!
∮
C1,...,CM
dNy ∆2q,t(y)
M∏
a=0
Va(y; za) (3.1)
where the measure is the q, t-deformed Vandermonde
∆2q,t(y) =
∏
1≤i 6=j≤N
ϕ(yi/yj)
ϕ(t yi/yj)
,
and the potential equals
Va(y; za) =
N∏
i=1
ϕ
(
qαaza/yi
)
ϕ
(
za/yi
) .
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In particular, using the properties of the quantum dilogarithm, it is easy to
find that V0(y, 0) = (y1 . . . yN)
α0 . As in the undeformed case, the relation
holds up to a constant of proportionality C. In this paper, we avoid detailed
consideration of this normalization constant. The meaning of the constant C,
on the Liouville side, is to account for all possible two-point functions between
the vertex operators Vα(za). In the 5d gauge theory language, this means
that we limit ourselves only to the instanton part of the 5d gauge theory
partition function. On the 3d gauge theory side, this is the contribution of
the bulk theory, not captured by the theory on the vortex, as we discussed
in section 2.
The matrix integral (3.1) manifestly equals the partition function of G3d,
as written in (2.14), with potentials defined in (2.15), (2.16), (2.17) and the
measure factor from (2.7). Like in the undeformed case, the N eigenvalues
are grouped into sets of size Na, a = 1, . . . ,M , by the choice of contours
they get integrated over. The contours of integration are the same as in
the undeformed case – encircling the segments [0, za]. The q deformation
affects the operators and the algebra, but not the contours. It is important
to emphasize that these contours agree with the alternative approach [40]
where the Dotsenko-Fateev integrals are replaced by Jackson q-integrals: in
our picture, the latter are the residue sums for the former.
4 The 5d Gauge Theory G5d
In section 2, we studied the 3d theory G3d with M hypermultiplets in the
fundamental representation. The partition function of the theory ZG3d in 3d
Ω-background localizes to a sum over residues, labeled by M-tuples of Young
diagrams. In this section, we will show that residue sum in ZG3d is equal to
the instanton sum of a 5d theory G5d in Ω-background, studied in [41–44],
at integer values of Coulomb branch parameters. The 5d gauge theory G5d
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has N = 1 supersymmetry, a U(M) gauge group with M hypermultiplets
in the fundamental representation, and M in the anti-fundamental. The 5d
Ω-background is
Mq,t = (C× C× S
1)q,t.
The subscript denotes that, as one goes around the S1, one rotates the two
complex planes by q and t−1. These are paired together with the 5d U(1)R
symmetry twist, to preserve supersymmetry. The 5d gauge theory partition
function in this background is the trace
ZG5d = Tr(−1)
F qS1−SRtSR−S2 , (4.1)
where the trace is computed in the quantum mechanics on the moduli space
of instantons in G5d (see [45] for a review), S1,2 are the generators of rotations
of the two complex planes, and SR is the U(1)R symmetry generator. The
fact that the 3d and the 5d traces look so similar is not a coincidence, as we
will explain in section 6.
The instanton partition function of G5d in this background is [41–45],
takes the form of a sum
ZG5d =
∑
~R
I5d~R , (4.2)
over M-touples of partitions
~R = (R1, . . . , RM),
labeling fixed points in the instanton moduli space, where a given fixed point
contributes
I5d~R = q
ξ·~R T k~R Z~R(~e,
~f). (4.3)
In the partition function, Z~R depends onM Coulomb branch moduli, encoded
in an M-vector ~e, and the 2M parameters ~f , which are the masses of the M
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fundamental hypermultiplets H and theM anti-fundamental hypermultiplets
H†. The sum is over M-tuples of Young diagrams, (R1, . . . , RM) labeling the
fixed points in the instanton moduli space. The instanton charge is the net
number of boxes |~R| in the R’s. The instanton counting parameter, related
to the gauge coupling of the theory, is qξ. The parameter k is the 5d Chern-
Simons level; since we have q-Liouville application in mind, we will set it to
zero in what follows.
The contribution
Z~R = zV, ~R × zH,~R × zH†, ~R,
of each fixed point is a product over the contributions of the U(M) vector
multiplets, the fundamental hypermultiplets H , and the anti-fundamental
hypermultiplets H† in G5d. The vector multiplet contributes
zV, ~R =
∏
1≤a,b≤M
[NRaRb(ea/eb)]
−1.
The M fundamental hypermultiplets contribute
zH,~R =
∏
1≤a≤M
∏
1≤b≤M
N∅Rb(vfa/eb),
and the M anti-fundamentals give
zH†, ~R =
∏
1≤a≤M
∏
1≤b≤M
NRa∅(vea/fb+M).
The basic building block is the Nekrasov function
NRP (Q) =
∞∏
i=1
∞∏
j=1
ϕ
(
QqRi−Pjtj−i+1
)
ϕ
(
QqRi−Pjtj−i
) ϕ(Qtj−i)
ϕ
(
Qtj−i+1
) .
with ϕ(x) =
∞∏
n=0
(1 − qnx) being the quantum dilogarithm we previously
introduced. Furthermore, TR = (−1)|R|q‖R‖/2t−‖R
t‖/2, and v = (q/t)1/2 as
before (we use the conventions of [46]).
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In what follows, it is good to keep in mind that there is no essential
distinction between the fundamental and anti-fundamental hypermultiplets.
By varying the Coulomb branch and the mass parameters, the real massm of
the 5d hypermultiplet can go through zero. This exchanges the fundamental
hypermultiplet of mass m for an anti-fundamental of mass −m, while at
the same time the 5d Chern-Simons level jumps by 1 [47]. This is reflected
in the following relation between the anti-fundamental and the fundamental
hypermultiplet contributions to the partition function:
zH†, ~R(~e,m) = zH,~R(~e,m) × TR, (4.4)
where the equality holds up to a shift of ~ξ, where
zH,~R(~e,m) =
∏
1≤a≤M
N∅Ra(vm/ea),
zH†, ~R(~e,m) =
∏
1≤a≤M
NRa∅(vea/m),
(4.5)
and the relation follows from the following identity
NRaRb(Q
−1) = NRbRa(v
2Q)
TRa
TRb
(Qv−1)|Ra|+|Rb|, (4.6)
which the Nekrasov function satisfies. Which way of thinking about the
theory is more natural depends on whether |m/ea| > 1 or |m/ea| < 1 . The
partition function is analytic in its parameters, so all the different expressions
are the same. In keeping with this, it is natural to think of all the 2M matter
multiplets at the same footing, and write the partition function, say, in terms
of the fundamentals alone, whose masses run over 2M values, fa, fM+a, with
a = 1, . . . ,M .
In what follows, we will see that upon tuning the M Coulomb branch
parameters ~e to equal, up to integer shifts, the mass parameters of M of the
hypermultiplets, the instanton sum of G5d and the residue sum of the G3d
partition function, defined in (2.22),
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I5d~R = I
3d
~R
,
coincide.
4.1 Truncation at Integer Values
We need two properties of Nekrasov functions. The first is that [46, 48]
NR∅(t
N), N∅R(v
2t−N )
vanish if the Young diagram of R has more that N rows. Suppose the rep-
resentation R has no more than N rows. Then, one can write the Nekrasov
function as
NR∅(Q) =
N∏
i=1
ϕ(Qt1−i)
ϕ(QqRit1−i)
. (4.7)
If we take Q to be an integer power of t, ϕ’s in the numerator vanish for
representations that get too big. We tune theM Coulomb branch parameters
to equal the masses of M of the fundamentals, up to an integer. Up to
permutations, we can set these to be the “first” M fundamentals ordered so
that
ea/fa = t
Na/v, a = 1, . . . ,M. (4.8)
This parameter also measures the size of the cut in the Riemann surface;
the latter closes up at ea/fa = 1. Given (4.8), the index vanishes unless the
corresponding Young diagram Ra has at most Na rows:
Ra,i = 0, i ≥ Na,
since N∅Ra(vfa/ea) vanishes otherwise.
Secondly, if Ra and Rb have at most Na, Nb rows, respectively, then
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NRaRb(Q) =
Na∏
i=1
Nb∏
j=1
ϕ
(
tQ qRa,i−Rb,jtj−i
)
ϕ
(
QqRa,i−Rb,j tj−i
) ϕ( Qtj−i)
ϕ
(
tQ tj−i
)
×
[
NRa∅
(
tNbQ
)
N∅Rb
(
t−NaQ
)]
Furthermore, given (4.8), the vector multiplet contribution
zV, ~R(~e) =
∏
1≤a,b≤M
NRaRb(ea/eb),
takes the form
zV, ~R(~e) =
∏
1≤a,b≤M
∏
i 6=j
ϕ
(
(y~R)a,i/(y~R)b,j
)
ϕ
(
t (y~R)a,i/(y~R)b,j
) ϕ( t (y~∅)a,i/(y~∅)b,j )
ϕ
(
(y~∅)a,i/(y~∅)b,j
)
×
∏
1≤a,b≤M
[
NRa∅
(
tNafa/fb
)
N∅Rb
(
fa/t
Nbfb
)]−1
,
(4.9)
where the variables ~y~R:
(y~R)a,i = q
Ra,itNa−iza, a = 1, . . .M ; i = 1, . . . Na
were defined in equations (2.18), (2.19), (2.20), in the context of studying
the G3d partition function. Already at this level, we see the correspondence
between the 3d and the 5d gauge theory emerge. Note that the first line
of (4.9) is the 3d vector multiplet contribution to the 3d partition function,
from the residue of the pole at ~y = ~y~R; namely,
[∆2q,t(y)]~y=~y~R
[∆2q,t(y)]~y=~y~∅
=
∏
1≤a,b≤M
∏
i 6=j
ϕ
(
(y~R)a,i/(y~R)b,j
)
ϕ
(
t (y~R)a,i/(y~R)b,j
) ϕ( t (y~∅)a,i/(y~∅)b,j )
ϕ
(
(y~∅)a,i/(y~∅)b,j
)
The relation holds provided za/zb = fa/fb; we will see in a moment that in
fact simply za and fa equal, za = fa.
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4.2 Emergence of the Matrix Integral
We will now show that all the remaining terms combine to give the residue of
the 3d gauge theory potential, defined in equations (2.16), (2.17), at ~y = ~y~R,
[
M∏
a=1
Va(y)
]
~y=~y~R
.
The terms in the second line of (4.9)
∏
1≤a,b≤M
[
NRa∅
(
tNafa/fb
)
N∅Rb
(
fa/t
Nbfb
)]−1
, (4.10)
naturally combine with the 5d matter multiplet contributions:
zH,~R × zH†, ~R =
∏
1≤b≤M
∏
1≤a≤M
N∅Ra(vfb+M/ea)fRa ×N∅Ra(vfb/ea). (4.11)
Using ea/fa = t
Na/v, we can rewrite the first term in (4.11) as
N∅Ra(vfb/ea) = N∅Ra(v
2fb/t
Nafa) = NRa∅(t
Nafa/fb)(fRa)
−1,
which makes it manifest that it cancels with the first term in (4.10). Thus,
taking the product of (4.10) and (4.11), we find
∏
1≤a,b≤M
N∅Ra
(
vfb/ea
)
N∅Ra
(
vfb+M/ea
)
NRa∅
(
tNafa/fb
)
N∅Rb
(
fa/tNbfb
)
=
∏
1≤a,b≤M
N∅Ra
(
v2fb+M/t
Nafa
)
N∅Ra
(
fb/tNafa
)
(4.12)
Now, if one recalls that
N∅R(Q) =
N∏
j=1
ϕ(Q/ qRjt−j)
ϕ(Q/ t−j)
. (4.13)
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We can write (4.12) as
[
∏M
a=1 Va(y)]~y=~y~R
[
∏M
a=1 Va(y)]~y=~y~∅
=
∏
1≤a,b≤M
Na∏
j=1
ϕ(v2 fM+b/ fa q
Ra,jtNa−j)
ϕ( fb/ fa qRa,jtNa−j)
ϕ( fb/ fa t
Na−j)
ϕ(v2 fM+b/ fa tNa−j)
,
where
Va(y) =
N∏
i=1
ϕ(qαaza/yi)
ϕ(za/yi)
, a = 1, . . . ,M
and we defined
fa = za, fM+a = q
αaza/v
2 a = 1, . . . ,M. (4.14)
Putting together the vector and the hypermultiplet contributions, and
letting
qξ = qα0q, V0(y) =
N∏
i=1
yα0i .
we find that the Nekrasov summand, defined in (4.2)
I5d~R = q
ξ·~R Z~R(~e,
~f),
equals
I5d~R =
[∆2q,t(y)
∏M
a=0 Va(y)]~y=~y~R
[∆2q,t(y)
∏M
a=0 Va(y)]~y=~y~∅
= I3d~R (4.15)
the residue summand of the 3d partition function, defined in (2.22).
4.3 Summary: A triality
To summarize the result of the last 3 sections: we have proven the equivalence
of the partition functions
ZG3d = B = ZG5d , (4.16)
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of the 3d gauge theory, G3d withM hypermultiplets, the q-Liouville conformal
block B on a sphere with M + 2 punctures, and the 5d U(M) gauge theory
G5d instanton partition function ZG5d , the along the locus of the G5d moduli
space where the Coulomb-branch parameters of the 5d theory are set to equal
the masses of M of the 2M hypermultiplets, up to integer shifts
ea = t
Na fa /v, a = 1, . . . ,M.
The latter are set by the unbroken 3d gauge group, and the choice of screening
charge integrals in Louville. The map of the remaining variables, between
the 5d gauge theory, Liouville, and the 3d theory, is:
fa = za = e
−m+,av, fa+M = q
αaza/v
2 = e−m−,au/v2
for a running from 1 to M and
qξ = qα0q = qζ/~.
The first equality in (4.16) is manifest if we write ZG3d as the integral over
the Coulomb branch moduli of G3d, The second is manifest if we compute
ZG3d by residues. As we discuss in section 6, the 3d residue sum is a sum
over vortices.
5 Curves and Vertex Operators
In the CFT/gauge theory correspondence of [14, 49], two Riemann surfaces
play a role. One is the curve C, where the Liouville theory lives. The other
is the Seiberg-Witten curve Σ of the corresponding 4d gauge theory. Σ is a
double cover of C. In the q-Liouville case, the relevant double cover is the
Seiberg-Witten curve of the 5d gauge theory.
In the present work, we have a triality between the 3d gauge theory G3d,
q-Liouville, and the 5d gauge theory G5d. In this section, we will explain the
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geometry behind the triplet of correspondences.
5.1 q-Liouville and C
The conformal blocks on an M + 2 punctured sphere C provide a pants
decomposition of C. When we decompose C into M pants
V1, V2, . . . , VM ,
the M vertices one obtains are naturally associated with the chiral vertex
operators [50]
Va(za, αa),
that arise in computing the Liouville conformal block. Here, za labels the
insertion point, and αa is the momentum of the chiral primary. The 3-point
chiral block is in addition labeled by momentum flowing through. In our
case, these momenta are quantized and labeled by the M integers Na.
5.2 3d Gauge Theory and Σ+ ∪ Σ−
In terms of the 3d gauge theory G3d, the curve C can be identified with
the Coulomb branch of G3d. More precisely, for a U(N) gauge theory, the
Coulomb branch is classically an N -fold symmetric product, corresponding
to choosing N points on C. Insertion of a chiral vertex operator of Liouville
Va(za, αa) ←→ ΦHa(ma,+, ma,−).
corresponds to coupling the 3d theory to a hypermultiplet Ha, with za and
αa capturing the mass of Ha and the mass splitting, respectively,
za = v e
−m+a , qαa = t em
+
a −m
−
a . (5.1)
While the classical Coulomb branch of G3d is described by C, the quantum
moduli space of the theory is captured by a pair of Riemann surfaces Σ+∪Σ−
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which give a reducible, 2-component, double cover of C,
Σ+ ∪ Σ− → C.
As we will see, Σ+ and Σ− separately have no meaning; only their union does.
The Riemann surfaces capture the effective twisted superpotential of G3d, in
the limit of vanishing ǫ. In this limit, only the hypermultiplets contribute
and W becomes the single trace
∑N
i=1W (xi), determined by a function of
one variable, which we will call W (x). The superpotential5 W (x)/~ is also
the potential of the matrix model (2.3), in the limit q = e~ → 1. We split
the N = 2 chiral multiplets contributing to W into two groups. We assign
one group to W+(x), the other to −W−(x), in such a way that:
W (x) = W+(x)−W−(x).
The splitting is ambiguous of course, and it will lead to an ambiguity in
defining Σ+ and Σ− separately. Given W+(x) and W−(x), the two curves Σ±
are defined as the set of points p and x, which are related by
Σ± : e
p = e∂xW±(x).
The intersection points of the curves Σ+ and Σ−
Σ+ ∩ Σ−,
are the quantum vacua, where
e∂xW (x) = e∂xW+(x)−∂xW−(x) = 1.
If the mass splittings within a flavor and the FI parameter ζ – are non-
vanishing, the vacua are isolated. If they are small, but non-zero, the position
5In the NS limit, [51, 52] with vanishing ~ but non-vanishing ǫ, the superpotential is
more complicated since the adjoint and the W-bosons also contribute; see [53, 54] and
[36, 37].
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of the puncture on C and the vacua coincide. To each vacuum, and hence to
each puncture on C, we associate an integer, Na, a = 1, . . . ,M , corresponding
to the rank of the 3d gauge group there:
M∑
a=1
Na = N.
5.3 5d Gauge Theory Σ
In the 5d gauge theory G5d, like in 3d, the curve C captures the classical, UV
data. Inserting a vertex operator in Liouville maps coupling the 5d theory
to a pair of hypermultiplets H , H† in the fundamental and anti-fundamental
representations, as well as raising the rank by 1 (recall that G5d is a U(M)
theory with 2M hypermultiplets). The location of the puncture on C, za,
and the choice of Liouville momentum αa, get related to the 5d masses of
two hypermultiplets. The integer Na associated to the vertex is mapped to
the value of the Coulomb branch parameter ea.
The Seiberg-Witten curve Σ of G5d can be viewed as a double cover of C,
Σ −→ C.
While C captures the UV data, Σ captures the vacuum structure of the
theory. Σ arises by a geometric transition from the 3d curve Σ+ ∪ Σ−,
Σ+ ∪ Σ− −→ Σ.
Before the transition, we have two sheets Σ+ and Σ− that meet over M
points in the interior of C where the plane curve Σ+ ∪ Σ− is singular. In
the transition, the intersection points are replaced by cuts that smoothly
join the two sheets. The size of the cut is measured by the period of the
Seiberg-Witten 1-form λSW = pdx around 1-cycles γa circling the cuts
∮
γa
pdx = Naǫ. (5.2)
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The M periods around γa are normalizable, so they must be related to the
M Coulomb branch parameters. These are, as we saw in section 4, equal to
the ranks of the unbroken 3d gauge groups in the corresponding vacuua.
The emergence of the Seiberg-Witten curve Σ from the 3d gauge theory
can be seen explicitly in the large Na-saddle point approximation to the
partition function. The periods of the Seiberg-Witten differential compute
the parameters log(ea/eb), log(ea/fb) that enter Nekrasov function. This
parallels the story of geometric transitions in topological string theory [55,
56], to which this reduces to at q = t. For q 6= t similar examples were
studied in [57].
5.4 Upstairs vs. downstairs
There are different ways to split the contributions of chiral matter to W (x)
between W+(x) and W−(x); the choice of splitting affects both Σ+ ∪Σ− and
Σ. For a specific choice of W+ and W−, the we get
Σ+ ∪ Σ− : (e
p − e∂xW+)(e−pe∂xW− − 1) = 0,
and corresponding to it
Σ : ep + F (ex) + e−pe∂x(W++W−) = 0.
We can take all the chiral multiplets, coming from the denominator in (2.2),
to contribute to W+(x), and all the anti-chiral multiplets, from the nu-
merator, to contribute to W−(x). Then, e
∂xW+ =
∏M
a=1(1 − e
−xema,+),
e∂xW− =
∏M
a=1(1 − e
−xema,−), and F is a polynomial of degree M in e−x;
it is obtained by starting with e∂xW− + e∂xW+, both of which are polynomials
of degree M in e−x, and deforming to a generic such polynomial.
Changing the splitting of W into W+ and W−,
W±(x)→W
′
±(x) = W±(x) + ∆W (x)
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does not affect the theory of course; it leaves the downstairs curve C the same,
but it changes both Σ+ ∪ Σ− and Σ. By shifting a finite number of chiral
multiplets form W+ to W−, the curves one gets differ by a transformation
that takes
ep → ep
′
= epe−∂x∆W .
where e−∂x∆W is a rational function of z = ex.
The choice of splitting which affects the geometry does not affect the 3d
gauge theory partition function ZG3d or the 5d instanton partition function
ZG5d , but it has a physicals counterpart. Both ZG3d and ZG5d compute in-
dices counting BPS states. As we vary the parameters of the theory, what
contributes to the index changes, leading to different ways of writing the
index. However the index itself is an analytic function of its parameters: all
the different ways of writing the index are equivalent, related by analytic
continuation. In 3d, the ambiguity corresponds to trading a chiral multiplet
Q, transforming in the fundamental representation, and of real mass m, with
an anti-chiral multiplet Q†, transforming in the anti-fundamental represen-
tation, of mass −m. If m > 0 BPS particles created by Q contribute to the
index, and those created by Q† do not, as discussed in [30]. If we then vary
the mass from m > 0 to m < 0, it is Q† that leads to particles that preserve
the right supersymmetry to contribute to the index, while Q does not. In the
process of varying m from positive to negative values, the 3d Chern-Simons
term shifts by 1, due to an anomaly [58]. In 5d, there is a completely anal-
ogous phenomenon. As we vary the 5d real mass m, a hypermultiplet H of
mass m transforming in the fundamental representation gets traded with a
hypermultiplet H† transforming in the anti-fundamental representation and
of real mass −m, at the expense of changing the 5d Chern-Simons level by 1
[47]. Once again, the 5d index before and after is the same, it is analytic in
m, although we would write it in two different ways depending on whether
m > 0 or m < 0. The 3d and 5d ambiguities match perfectly; the fact that
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they do is what makes the relation between the two theories possible.
The two different ways of writing the hypermultiplet contribution to the
5d index ZG5d are described in section 4, in (4.4). In the next subsection, we
will discuss its 3d counterpart in more detail.
5.5 Vertex Decomposition
Dividing the curve C into 3-punctured spheres divides the Σ+∪Σ− and Σ into
vertices. From the 3d perspective, inserting a vertex corresponds to coupling
the theory to a hypermultiplet in fundamental representation. There are
4 different ways of writing the hypermultiplet contribution to the partition
function,
ΦH(x)
which lead to different ways of splitting W (x) into W+(x) and W−(x) and
four possible choices of the vertex upstairs, on Σ+ ∪Σ−. Since the geometric
transition is local, this also leads to 4 different vertices for Σ,
V +−, V −+, V ++, V −−,
each coming from an N = 4 hypermultiplet in 3d. The choice of vertices
does not affect G3d or G5d, only their curves.
Written in the most obvious way,
ΦH(x) =
∏
1≤i≤N
∞∏
n=0
1− qnu exi−m−
1− qnv exi−m+
. (5.3)
the hypermultiplet contributes to W (x) as
WH(x) = L(x−m−)− L(x−m+)
where L(x) is the classical dilogarithm. We get
V +−,
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Figure 2: The four possible vertices, V++, V−−, V+− and V−+. Poles in the
graph are the vertical lines going up, where ep goes to infinity. Zeros are the
vertical spikes running down, where ep goes to zero. In V++ both Σ+ and Σ−
have a pole. In V+−, Σ+ gets a pole and a zero.
by assigning L(x−m+) to W+ and L(x−m−) to W−. Then Σ± each get a
pole at the position of the puncture in C.
The hypermultiplet H consists of a pair of chiral and anti-chiral multi-
plets Q+, Q
†
− in the fundamental representation, which, as long as Re(x) >
Re(m±), both lead to BPS particles preserving the same supersymmetry,
but have opposite statistics and opposite R-charge, leading to the denom-
inator and the numerator of (5.3). Taking Re(x) < Re(m−) instead, one
should think of H as consisting of a pair of chiral multiplets Q+, Q− which
now have the same statistics but opposite charge, and same R-charge. This
interpretation leads us to rewrite ΦH as
ΦH(x) =
∏
1≤i≤N
∞∏
n=0
1
(1− qnv e−xi+m−)(1− qnv exi−m+)
e
∑N
i=1(xi−m−)
2/2~
using quantum dilogarithm identities. The exponent quadratic in x comes
from the shift in the Chern-Simons level and FI terms as a BPS particle’s
mass goes through zero. This is just a rewriting of (2.3), but one which has
the effect that we assign both L(x −m−) = (x −m−)2/2 − L(m− − x) and
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L(x−m+) to W+(x), and nothing to W−(x). This leads to the V ++ vertex.
Then, Σ+ gets a zero and a pole of e
p+ . Varying the masses further, both
Q†− and Q
†
+ can become BPS, leading to the V
−− vertex, where both L’s
contribute to W− instead, or to the V
−+ vertex, where Q†+ and Q−, both in
anti-fundamental representation, are BPS, and L(x−m+) contributes toW−
and L(x−m−) to W+, see figure 2.
Figure 3: Graph of a Riemann surface Σ+ ∪ Σ− corresponding to M = 3,
and the 5-point conformal block.
When we replace Σ+ ∪ Σ− by Σ, the different curves one gets lead to
different ways of writing the Nekrasov function in (4.2), all differing by trans-
formations (4.5) and (4.6). They correspond to the same 5d gauge theory.
The rational transformations that relate the different Seiberg-Witten curves
Σ affect the non-normalizable periods, but not the normalizable ones, see
figure 3.
6 Discussion
In this paper, we saw that there is a triality of correspondences between
q-Liouville, the 3d gauge theory G3d and the 5d gauge theory G5d. The
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Dotsenko-Fateev formulation of q-Liouville conformal blocks on a sphere with
M + 2 punctures is the partition function of G3d U(N) gauge theory, with
an adjoint of mass ǫ, and M hypermultiplets. Evaluating the integrals by
residues, we get a partition function of the 5d gauge theory G5d, at integral
values of the Coulomb branch moduli. Arbitrary Coulomb branch moduli,
which arise in the large N limit of the 3d gauge theory, correspond to ar-
bitrary q-Liouville conformal blocks, and arbitrary Coulomb branch moduli
in G5d. What is striking about the triality is that it can be made essen-
tially manifest, as we saw. A natural question is: Why? Why is this duality
so easy to understand? There are two different ways to answer this, as we
sketch in this section [59, 60]. One is in terms of M-theory, and the other
purely in terms of 5d gauge theory. Finally, we discuss the relation to another
Liouville/gauge theory correspondence, proposed in [14].
6.1 M-theory and Large N transitions
The gauge theory G3d arises fromN M5 branes wrapping a three-cycle class in
M-theory on a Calabi-Yau XΣ±. The curves Σ±, in the limit where they de-
generate to graphs, are visible in the classical geometry of the Calabi-Yau X ,
as loci where T 2 fibration of XΣ± degenerates, with 1-cycles of the T
2 shrink-
ing over the edges in the graph. Any three-cycle in this class “stretches”
between the two components of the curve (see [61] for details). Taking N M5
branes wrapping the homology cycle gives a 3d N = 2 U(N) gauge theory.
Almost everywhere, the graphs of Σ± run parallel to each other, and M5
branes wrap S2×S1 (for k = 0). The two graphs intersect at isolated points,
where the effective Chern-Simons coupling is ±1 and we get an S3. We pick
a vacuum, a distribution of N M5 branes between the minimal S3’s. The
partition function ZG3d is the partition function of M-theory on XΣ± ×Mq,t,
where the M5 branes wrap the 3-cycle class in XΣ± and Mq subspace ofMq,t;
the complex plane in Mq,t = (C×C× S1)q,t rotated by t is transverse to the
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branes.
The gauge theory G5d arises by compactifying M-theory on a Calabi-Yau
XΣ, obtained from XΣ± by shrinking the minimal S
3’s wrapped by the M5
branes and replacing each with a P1. The geometric transition from XΣ± to
XΣ is a transition from the Higgs branch of the 5d gauge theory G5d to its
Coulomb branch. The N M5 branes are the vortices of G5d, that exist on the
Higgs branch.
In general, the G3d and G5d theories are different; not even their dimensions
match. This changes if we subject the 5d theory G5d to the Ω-background
transverse to the vortex, with ǫ the parameter of the rotation. This effec-
tively compactifies the 5d theory, preserving 2d Lorentz invariance and 4
supercharges [53], and allows one to turn on vortex flux, without introducing
additional singularities [59, 60]. On the G3d side, the transverse Ω-background
with parameter ǫ gives mass to the adjoint scalar [51, 52]. Thus the 3d and
the 5d theories can be dual to each other, at least at the level of BPS quan-
tities.
As explained in [59, 60], from M-theory perspective, the duality between
G3d and G5d is a duality relating two different descriptions of M-theory on
the same singular Calabi-Yau X , with M5 brane 4-form flux turned on.
In M-theory, the duality becomes manifest because the Calabi-Yau does not
change. The Calabi-Yau X sits at the transition point between XΣ± and XΣ.
Approaching X from XΣ± corresponds to a flow to the IR that sends the size
of the S3 to zero. Physics has to be non-singular there, as the 3d theory G3d,
capturing the physics at the singularity, is massive. Approaching X from
XΣ, the physics stays non-singular as well since the flux in Ω-background
gives masses to all the fields that would have gone massless there otherwise.
When q = t, Liouville field theory has an interpretation [62] as the topo-
logical string field theory of the topological B-model on the Seiberg-Witten
curve Σ. The DF integrals have a physical interpretation, in the context of
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topological string, as theories on open topological B-branes before the tran-
sition, on Σ+ ∪ Σ− [62, 63]. For q 6= t topological string has to be replaced
by an M-theory index [64], and large N duality in M-theory [59, 60]. This
naturally requires going to five dimensions. In this paper, we show that, in
some special cases, the M-theory index can be traded for something simpler,
a partition function of a supersymmetric gauge theory.
On a historical note: the BPS relations between the class of 3d and 5d
theories studied in this paper were discussed going back to the work of [65]
and [36, 37]. The relation was revisited in [36, 37], who studied the theories in
the NS limit [51–54], and interpreted the duality in the context of integrable
systems (see also [66–69]).
6.2 Instantons and Vortices
It is natural to ask whether there is a direct way to understand the correspon-
dence between summing over residues in the 3d gauge theory G3d partition
function and instanton counting in G5d.
Expressing the partition function ZG3d in terms of residues corresponds to
trading integration with the Coulomb branch in G3d to integration over the
Higgs branch [70]. The poles of the integrand are the points on the Coulomb
branch where M of the chiral multiplets in the theory become massless, and
vortex solutions exist. The vortex charge k =
∫
C
TrF is detected by the
coefficient of ekζ = qkξ in the partition function. For a pole labeled by an
M-tuple of Young diagrams ~R, k = |~R|, so a box in a Young diagram carries
vortex charge 1. When we reinterpret the partition function in terms of G5d,
qξ measures instanton charge – the same box in the Young diagram carries
G5d instanton charge 1. Thus, there has to be a one to one correspondence
between torus fixed points in the moduli space of charge k vortices in G3d
and the moduli space of charge k instantons in G5d.
The theory on a charge k vortex in the G3d is a 0 + 1 dimensional U(k)
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gauge theory with four supercharges, an adjoint, as well as N chirals in the
fundamental andM−N chirals in the anti-fundamental representation. The
contribution to Z3d coming from charge k vortices is computing the trace
Tr(−1)F of this quantum mechanics, with the twists coming from placing
the 3d theory in Ω-background Mq. This can be evaluated by a 3d analogue
of the localization formulas in [38, 70]; the latter were derived in the limit of
vanishing circle size, when G3d reduces to a 2d gauge theory. One should com-
pare the residue integrals that result to the well known localization formulas
for Tr(−1)F coming from quantum mechanics on the moduli space of charge
k instantons in G5d, when the latter is restricted to the locus (4.8). It is easy
to see that the formulas are essentially the same; the relation between them
requires a single cancellation in the matter sector – this is just rephrasing
of the computation in section 4 in the language of [41, 42], integrals. The
relation between instanton counting in G5d and vortex counting in G3d is a
statement that the instanton computation can be broken up into two steps:
instead of going from 5d to 1d right away, as in the ADHM construction, we
can first localize to 3d, then to 1d.
6.3 Spectral Duality and AGT
We found a triality of correspondences relating G3d, G5d and q-Liouville. The
relation between the 5d gauge theory and q-Liouville is reminiscent of AGT
correspondence in 5d. There is the difference, though: G5d is not the gauge
theory AGT would have naturally associated to Liouville; rather it is its
spectral dual G˜5d. M-theory on the Calabi-Yau XΣ has two different gauge
theory descriptions. The description we have been using, corresponding to
G5d, leads to 5d N = 1 theory with U(M) gauge group and 2M fundamental
hypermultiplets. The second description, G˜5d is based on a U(2)
M−1 quiver
theory. The fact that the two 5d gauge theories have the same M-theory
origin is equivalent to the statement that they share the same Seiberg-Witten
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curve. In going from one to the other, one simply interprets the parameters
of the theory differently, exchanging the role of the masses and the gauge
couplings. As a result, the Nekrasov partition functions of the two theories
look completely different. Under the assumption that the M-theory partition
function on XΣ×Mq,t, constructed in [71] is well defined in the sense that it
depends only on XΣ, the Ka¨hler moduli and q and t, it equals the Nekrasov
partition functions of G5d and G˜5d – ZG5d and ZG˜5d are equal. The latter
is simply the statement of geometric engineering. This, together with the
results of our paper, then provides a proof of AGT correspondence in 5d, for
conformal blocks on a sphere.
The original AGT correspondence arises in a limit where the 5d gauge
theory G˜5d becomes four dimensional. In the same limit, G˜3d becomes a
two dimensional gauge theory, and q-Liouville becomes ordinary Liouville.
This also shows why proving AGT directly is hard – in the same limit, G5d
and G3d do not have any direct gauge theory interpretation. This said, the
statement we can prove, namely the correspondence between q-Liouville con-
formal blocks and the partition function of G5d, is very much in the spirit of
[49]. Namely, different ways of looking at the same Riemann surface make
different aspects of the theory manifest. Looking at the curve Σ as a double
cover of the M +2 punctured sphere makes the connection to A1 Toda CFT
transparent. But, the relation of the 2d CFT to 5d gauge theory is only
manifest if one views the same curve as an M-fold cover of the 4-punctured
sphere.
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